In the fall of 1995, we successfuIIy completed a major milestone in the 
INTRODUCTION
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collidex (RHIC) [2] [31 is a pair of intersectln ' g superconducting storage rings being built to study nuclear phenomena of heavy-ion collisions in the center-of-mass. The injector system for RHIC (see Fig. 1) consists of the AGS (Alternating Gradient Synchrotron), theAGS injectionBoosterandtwolinacs: atandemVan& Graaf for heavy ions, and a linac with an RFQ for protons. The Ani transfer lines consist of four pieces described in the next section.
Beam will be injected into RHIC by single-bunch bucket-@bucket m f m . Multiplebun&es extracted during one AGS cycle will be injected into only one of the two RHIC Mgs however, it will be possible to switch rhgs beliveen adjacent AGS ramps by reversing the polarity of a switch magnet between the X and Y-arcs. 
hsnslr~mentation[4]
The charge in eacfi b c h trausfd from the AGS to RHIC is measuted at five strategic points'aloag the trans- neously digitized with VME frame grabbers. The following paperr81 discusses emittance measurements using these For future running a thin gold foil for stripping the final elearons from the extracted ions will be installed in the U-line just downstream of flag UF2. Three pairs of collimator jaws will also be installed in the U-line to aid in momentum spread measurements. a g e~ on phosphorescent flagS[l which an be ~~t e l y inflags. Single bunches are extracted horizontally from the AGS as .shown in Fig. 3 . During the fiattop of the acceleration cyde, two horizontal bumps are ramped to move the orbit into the gap of a fast kicker magnet at the peak of the first bump and close to a septum magnet at the peak of the second bump. At the maximum bump amplitude the septum magnet is then pulsed. Finally the kicker is fked to kick the desired bunch inward so that after 3/4 of a betatron pe-
AGS Extraction
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This report was prepared as an amount of work sponsored by an agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. Setring up extraction from the AGS took about four hours with dedicated beam time. Next the AGS and Booster were switched into a context-switching "pingpong" mode where only one of every 11 cycles were extracted to the ATR; the remaining 10 cydes were used for slow extracted beam to the fixed-target experiments. Later this mode of operation was shifted to a "puise-on-demand" context-switching. In the puise+ndemand mode, we used fewer than 200 cycles per 8-hour shift (< 2.5%) throughout the rest of the AGS heavy-ion run.
-Initial threading of beam down the U-line was very quick, although some time was taken to adjust timing and settings for the instrumentation. Due to the smaU beam currents, only the tlags and loss monitors were used. even an apparent current dependence. We believe that this current dependence may be related to the radial feedback loop. If the ament dependence is unfolded, then the orbit variations appear to be within f0.5 mm at UFl. This Variation should be cozrectable by the transverse dampirig system which allows for a 2 mm injection variation of the transverse orbit at a pmaX = 150 m, which when translated back to UFl corresponds to errors of about f0.7 mm. More information about the controls and physics analysis will be found in the following paperr81.
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